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Blumenthal says he didn’t write Libya intel he sent Clinton

Sidney Blumenthal did not write or know the source of any of the Libya intelligence he passed on to then-Secretary of
State Hillary Clinton, the top Clinton ally told investigators on the House Select Committee on Benghazi Tuesday in a
closed-door deposition.

Blumenthal, subpoenaed by the committee, also did not verify any of the intelligence he forwarded to the nation’s top
diplomat. Instead, Blumenthal was copying and pasting memos from Tyler Drumheller, a former CIA operative who
was looking into a Libya-related business venture, and sending them to Clinton, two people familiar with his
testimony told POLITICO.

“One of the folks providing her the largest volume of information was simply and merely a conduit of someone who …
may have had business interest in Libya,” said panel Chairman Trey Gowdy (R-S.C.) at the end of a nearly nine-hour
interview. “We have a CIA, so why would you not rely on your own vetted source intelligence agency? In this case,
there was no vetting, no analysis of credibility whatsoever.”

Blumenthal, meanwhile, maintained that his practice of forwarding such memos was unsolicited and that he was not
being compensated for gathering or passing along the information, according to sources who were in the room.

Reading from a script after huddling with his lawyer following the deposition, Blumenthal blasted the committee for
hauling him in to testify in the first place.
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“It seems obvious that my appearance before this committee was for one reason and one
reason only … politics,” he said, accusing the panel of “spen[ding] hours asking me questions about things that had
nothing to do with Benghazi.”

“I hope I have cleared up the series of misconceptions some members of the committee may have held,” he added.
“My testimony has shed no light on the events of Benghazi — nor could it — because I have no firsthand knowledge.”

Republicans subpoenaed Blumenthal, the panel’s first deposition, to answer questions about why he was sending
Clinton unsubstantiated intelligence on Libya, which GOP investigators say constitute or are referred to in more than
35 percent of Clinton’s emails.

Blumenthal said he did so as a friend because “I thought they might be informative for Secretary Clinton to use, or
not, as she saw fit.”

The Obama administration had barred Blumenthal, a close friend to the Clinton family, from working at State because
of attacks he made during the 2008 Democratic primary against the now-sitting president. Instead, he was hired as
an adviser by the philanthropic Clinton Foundation for $10,000 a month.

Blumenthal said his work at the foundation “had nothing whatsoever to do with my emails to my friend” — answering
one line of inquiry for Republicans, who wondered if he was being compensated for passing along the intelligence.

While he was corresponding with Clinton, Blumenthal was also engaged in talks about a new Libyan business
venture. He also downplayed those links Tuesday, saying it was a “humanitarian-assistance idea for medical care in
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which I had little involvement, [that] [n]ever got off the ground, in which no money was ever exchanged, no favor
sought and which had nothing to do with my sending these emails.”

He wrote the formally structured notes like memos: “For: Hillary … From: Sid.” And a “source” was always given,
such as a vague reference to the new Libyan transitional government or European intelligence. Drumheller was not
mentioned.

Republicans are still skeptical.

“I don’t have reason not to believe him, but it just sounds awfully strange that somebody would be sending you these
emails unsolicited and then you — not knowing anything about where the information was coming from, if it was
accurate — that you would forward it to the secretary of state with no commentary of, ‘I don’t know if this is accurate,’”
said Rep. Lynn Westmoreland (R-Ga.)
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Panel Republicans spent much of the day going in and out of a private hearing room in the
U.S. Capitol Visitor Center while shying away from reporters’ questions. Blumenthal, flanked by his lawyer, former
deputy attorney general James Cole, didn’t make a peep for the first part of the day, and he ignored the press while
walking from room to room during breaks.

Democrats, meanwhile, used every chance they could to refute the merits of the deposition.

“The reality is, the only reason he’s there is because he has a close relationship with the Clintons,” said Rep. Adam
Schiff (D-Calif.) in a brief interview with POLITICO. “And it’s telling that he’d be the first person to be subpoenaed by
the committee because this is only about the GOP interest in trying to attack the [2016 presidential] Democratic
nominee.”

Schiff said he “began my questioning by apologizing to [Blumenthal] for the manner in which he was brought to the
committee, which I thought was totally inappropriate.” The California Democrat was referring to the two U.S. Marshals
who showed up at Blumenthal’s house with a summons to testify.

Schiff asked Blumenthal if he had firsthand knowledge of what happened during the 2012 attack on the Benghazi
diplomatic compound that left four Americans dead, how the State Department handled the probe’s document
production and whether he knew of any arms-running in Libya or stand-down orders for helping the stranded mission.

He said he didn’t.

At one point former Oversight Chairman Darrell Issa (R-Calif.), one of several chairmen who begrudgingly lost
jurisdiction over the probe when the special panel was created, walked into the hearing but was then personally
escorted out by Gowdy.

While much of the proceedings were behind closed doors Tuesday, Republicans and Democrats sparred publicly
about whether to release new Blumenthal emails recently handed over to the panel.

On Friday, he turned in more than 60 new Libya-related emails that either the State Department or Clinton failed to
turn over. The late production of those emails suggests either the State Department or Clinton withheld
correspondence the panel had requested — though the State Department and Democrats are pushing back against
that notion.
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Republicans pushed Tuesday to release those emails immediately, but they need the
minority’s approval to waive a five-day rule requiring notification before such distribution. Democrats, however, said
they would waive the rule only if the GOP released the full committee transcript to ensure Blumenthal can explain the
context of his emails.

“If we’re going to release them we ought to release Blumenthal’s comments about them so that we can put them in
context,” said Rep. Elijah Cummings of Maryland, the top Democrat.

Gowdy said they may add context, but that would mean “treat[ing] this witness differently than we’ve treated every
other witness.”

By day’s end, the committee still hadn’t agreed to release the new emails.

Said Cummings: “There is no smoking gun.”

It also still remains unclear if State has copies of the new Blumenthal-Clinton emails and did not hand them over, or if
Clinton is responsible for the gaps.

Clinton — who has come under intense criticism for using her personal email for work rather than a State account as
is required — has said she and her team gave all her work-related correspondence over to the department, which
was then tasked with going through the emails and giving the panel relevant messages.

State says it doesn’t know if it has copies of the new emails because it doesn’t know which emails the panel is
referring to, as they’ve not been shared.

The department on Tuesday tried to tamp down allegations that it withheld information from the panel. State argues
that the committee asked them specifically only for Clinton’s Benghazi-related correspondence, not communications
governing U.S.-Libya policy broadly, and are only now expanding its probe.

Panel Democrats also spent the day defending State.

“You’ve got to remember that they had several different document requests,” said Cummings. “Keep in mind
documents requested to Mr. Blumenthal, documents requested to State — there were two different wordings.”

But the panel’s initial Dec. 2 request for Clinton’s communications seemed broad, asking for messages “referring or
relating to a.) Libya (including but not limited to Benghazi and Tripoli), and/or b) weapons located or found in, imported
or brought into, and/or exported or removed from Libya.”

It’s basically the same language that was used in Blumenthal’s May 29 request for documents, which unearthed the
new information.
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